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nless you are an avid hawk watcher or you follow Alaska birding, you probably have never heard of the Gunsight Mountain Hawk Watch. Although
relatively unknown, Gunsight’s spring hawk migration has grabbed the attention of an increasing number of raptor enthusiasts because of the rich array of
Red-tailed and Rough-legged hawk plumages it offers. And from an Alaskan perspective, Gunsight is likely the most reliable spot in the state to see Swainson’s
Hawks, rare in Alaska. Gunsight is the only known site in the state where Swainson’s is seen often enough to garner a “rare” status as opposed to “casual” or
“accidental.” What makes the area even more enticing is the percentage of
reflected light (albedo) from the consistent snow cover. With new snowfall,
albedo can exceed 90%, although it’s more generally in the 40–50% range—still
wonderful lighting conditions, considering that other surfaces reflect 10% or less
of the sunlight. Even on a cloudy day, watchers and photographers enjoy excellent conditions for observation of fine details and for raptor-in-flight photography.
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whereas, for instance, in the Himalayas and other
mountainous areas, the plateau is relatively high. In
1995, the well-known mountain climber Gerry Roach
reported seeing Denali from the summit of Mt.
Sanford, an astounding distance of more than
225 miles.
Gunsight
Mountain is the
place to see a Harlan’s
Hawk. More than
1,000 were recorded
in the spring of 2009.
Photo by © Jerry Liguori.

Gunsight Mountain Hawkwatch is in south-central
Alaska (see map, p. 36). The scenery is stunning.
Gunsight lies in Tahneta Pass, sandwiched between
two mountain ranges. To the south, the Chugach
Mountains, an enormous array of jagged peaks, ice
fields, and glaciers, separate the site from Prince
William Sound. To the north are the Talkeetna Mountains. Looking east on a relatively clear day, you can
see the northern tip of a third range—the Wrangells.
Gunsight Mountain, part of the Talkeetnas, is so
named because of the telltale gunsight-shaped notch
in its top ridge. Mt. Sanford, of the Wrangell Mountains, is an interesting landmark and is used to determine the distance of visibility for count data, as it lies
about 105 miles from Gunsight. At 16,237 feet, Mt.
Sanford is covered with ice and snow, and ranks as
the third-highest volcano and sixth-highest mountain
in the U.S. It is believed that, with ideal atmospheric
conditions (for example, low humidity and little
dust), you can see farther from Mt. Sanford
than anywhere else on earth. This is
because Mt. Sanford—and Denali (Mt. McKinley) at
20,322 feet—tower
high above the surrounding plateau,
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nfrequent Alaskan hawk counts have
been conducted north of Gunsight,
but only two regularly staffed hawk
watches lie above Gunsight’s latitude
of 61.5° north: Finland’s Valassaaret
and Hailuoto hawk watches, at 63.26°
north and 65.02° north, respectively. Hawk watches
in the far north are usually unproductive. But not always! Those Finnish watches have produced daily
counts of 1,200 and 900 Rough-legged hawks, respectively.
One would expect spring migrants in North America to fly in a northerly direction. However, the raptors that pass by Gunsight—traversing Tahneta
Pass—are flying to the southwest. Why? One theory
The Golden Eagle is among the first migrants to return
to Alaska. Peak flights of Golden Eagles at Gunsight
Mountain may occur on days when the high
temperature struggles to get into
the single digits Fahrenheit.
Photo by © Jerry Liguori.
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is that raptors heading for western
and south-central Alaska must first
travel north of their ultimate destination to
circumvent the ice fields. This reverse direction for a spring flight confuses first-time visitors,
and it’s entertaining for crusty old-timers watching
new observers looking in the wrong direction.
The Gunsight Mountain area of Alaska has been
recognized by locals as a good place to see migrating
raptors at least since the early 1970s. Sporadic and
casual counts have been conducted every spring since
the early 1980s. Since the spring of 2000, we have
tried to increase coverage and data collection, so as to
determine the site’s potential as a full-on hawk watch.
Also, we wanted to study the array of Buteo color
morphs.

Approximately 40%
of the Rough-legged Hawks

Harlan’s and other Red-tailed Hawks

passing Gunsight Mountain are dark-morph indivi-

The Red-tailed Hawk migration at Gunsight Mountain is notable because it consists primarily of the
“Harlan’s” Hawk subspecies. On average, 650 Harlan’s are counted every spring. In the spring of 2009,
an increased effort of 211 hours of observation rewarded counters with an amazing 1,038 Harlan’s, a
new seasonal record. Western Red-tailed Hawks and
Eastern Red-tailed Hawks are seen in small numbers
as well. Gunsight counts regularly indicate that lightmorph Harlan’s make up roughly 8% of the total.
In the spring of 2009, watchers set a record oneday count of 266 Harlan’s, 12 of which were lightmorph birds. Western (calurus) Red-tailed Hawks can
also be seen at Gunsight. The Red-tails seen in April,
no matter what plumage, are almost exclusively
adults. We generally stop counting in early May and
are likely missing the later-arriving non-breeding juveniles. Small numbers of Western Red-tailed Hawks
with light, dark, or rufous plumages, plus odd combinations of all three, are seen annually.

duals. No other hawk watch reports so high a proportion

Golden Eagles
Gunsight Mountain’s true harbinger of spring, the
Golden Eagle, is another bread-and butter-species at
the site. More Golden Eagles migrate through the area
than anywhere else in North America, save for a few
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of dark-morph Rough-legs. Photo by © Jerry Liguori.

sites along the Rocky Mountains. The highest daily
Golden Eagle count was 220 recorded 25 March
2006—and all those birds were noted in just 3½
hours. Groups, or “kettles,” that day contained 12–
15 Goldens apiece. Gunsight averages 325 Goldens a
spring, with a seasonal high count of 492, recorded in
2009.
Alaska’s Denali National Park boasts one of the
highest known breeding densities of Golden Eagles,
yet of all the eagles that Denali wildlife biologist Carol
McIntyre has fitted with telemetry, only a tiny few
have been shown to fly by Gunsight. Almost all of Dr.
McIntyre’s eagles migrate along the Alaska Range,
some 130 miles north of Tahneta Pass.
We used to theorize about where the “Gunsight
Goldens” wintered—and about the details of their migratory paths. Then, on 29 March 2008, we found a
piece to the puzzle. An adult Golden Eagle flew over
with colored patagial markers on both wings.
Through information received from the U.S. Geological Survey Bird Banding Laboratory in Laurel, Mary-
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Inland hawk watchers rarely see
Northern Harriers in large numbers.
The Gunsight Mountain hawk
watch, however, has produced
daily counts in the triple digits.
Photo by © Jerry Liguori.

beauty of the light-morph Rough-legged Hawk, especially when highlighted by the high albedo (reflectivity) of the deep snow cover at Gunsight, has caused
more than one Alaskan birder to “convert” to hawk
watching! A special treat a few years ago was watching a Rough-leg cough up a pellet.
Rough-legged Hawks are less dependent on thermal winds and updrafts than most buteos, and so are
less dependent on inland ridges. The highest numbers are reported at coastal sites and along the Great
Lakes sites, with fewer reported elsewhere. Gunsight,
however, averages more than 300 Rough-legged
Hawks per season, with our daily record being 126.
The count in the spring of 2009 of 479 Rough-legged
Hawks (273 light-morph, 206 dark-morph) established our single-season record. Those numbers are
comparable to what one might expect to see at hawk
watches along the Great Lakes.

Northern Harriers

land, we learned that
the bird had been marked
at Rogers Pass, Montana. At
least three other eagles banded and
marked at Rogers Pass were determined to have summered in Alaska.
Two of these Dr. McIntyre had seen at Denali National
Park; the third carried a transmitter and nested east of
the park.
In early spring, Golden Eagles are reliable for a
spectacle of a voyeuristic nature. At that time of year,
copulation between local adult Golden Eagles is easily observed.

Rough-Legged Hawks
Rough-legged Hawks are another Gunsight Mountain
highlight. Although the species is holarctic in distribution, dark-morph birds are not found outside
North America. Yet 40% of Gunsight’s Rough-legged
Hawks are dark-morph birds—the greatest percentage consistently reported anywhere on migration. The
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Like Rough-legged Hawks, Northern Harriers are less
dependent on updrafts and thermals then many large
raptors. Thus, they tend to migrate across a broad
front continentally. And like Rough-legged Hawks,
Northern Harriers are not often seen in large numbers away from large bodies of water. Here again,
Gunsight seems exceptional as an inland site for this
species. During the 2006 season, 493 Northern Harriers were seen—despite low coverage (only 82
hours). The one-day record was 167 birds on 23 April
2006. In 2006 we had three days with more than 100
harriers. Although Gunsight averages “only” 224 harriers each spring, the 2006 results suggest the potential for truly impressive flights.

Other Raptors
Other regular migrant raptors seen in relatively small
numbers are Sharp-shinned Hawk, Northern
Goshawk, American Kestrel, Merlin, Peregrine Falcon, and Osprey. And as noted at the outset, Swainson’s Hawk, although rare at Gunsight, is more
reliable than elsewhere in Alaska. Birders to our south
will know that Turkey Vultures—and, to a lesser extent, Black Vultures—constitute a substantial fraction
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of many spring hawk watches’ raptor totals. We see
no vultures in Alaska.

Some Problematic Species
Gyrfalcons, the legendary “ice falcons,” are seen rarely
during migration. At Gunsight they are seen more reliably among nearby cliffs during the summer than
during spring migration. While seasonal movements
are not unusual for many Gyrfalcons, some birds—
typically males—overwinter in the breeding range.
Moreover, migratory individuals usually have returned to their breeding grounds by early February.
Counters at Gunsight do record “Gyr” sightings, but
it is debatable whether any of those birds are true migrants. Nevertheless, spontaneous celebration occurs
whenever a Gyrfalcon is spotted, regardless of its legitimacy as a true migrant.
Bald Eagles also present problems for counters
striving for an accurate count. Many Bald Eagles fly
through the pass in the typical direction (northeast to
southwest). However, we also see many Bald Eagles
(mostly adults) in the spring flying the opposite direction! Why the reverse migration?
Here is some history. In the not-too-distant past,
only ten or so Bald Eagles summered on Homer Spit,
located on the southern part of the Kenai Peninsula,
200 miles south of Gunsight. Homer resident Jean
Keene started feeding salmon to wintering Bald Eagles, and their numbers exploded to 350+ individuals. Each spring, Jean stopped feeding on 1 April, and
the majority of Homer’s eagles left by mid-April. It is
quite likely that many of Homer’s departing eagles are
Gunsight’s “wrong way” birds. A dedicated admirer of
eagles, Jean passed away in January 2009, and the
town of Homer outlawed the feeding of eagles. If the
theory is correct, counters at Gunsight should start to
notice a decline in the number of Bald Eagles moving
southwest to northeast.

are seen perched and flying within yards of the hawk
watchers, and, yes, at times they, too, are seen copulating. One season the owls nested so close that the
adults were frequently seen and heard escorting migrating harriers out of the owls’ territory. Other memorable sightings have included an immaculate Snowy
Owl and small groups of high-flying migrating Willow Ptarmigans.
In 2002 we first observed an adult Golden Eagle
migrating with an injured left leg. The entire drumstick hung down with the talons curled tightly in a
circle. “Lefty,” as we called the bird, was seen every
spring thereafter until 2008. It’s amazing that an eagle
can live for so many years with only one functioning
foot.
As April wears on, hawk watchers at Gunsight are
often the first to see several “first-of-spring” passerines in south-central Alaska. Flocks of Lapland
Longspurs and Snow Buntings are followed by sparrows, thrushes, warblers, and swallows. Meanwhile,

Unlike most other raptors
overflying Gunsight Mountain,
a fair number of Bald Eagles
move northeast past the
watch site. Possibly, these
are birds dispersing from
(relatively) nearby Homer,
Alaska, 200 miles to
the south. Photo by
© Jerry Liguori.

Also of Interest
On those inevitable slow days when migrating raptors are scarce, there is usually something else of interest, such as the locally nesting Northern Hawk
Owls. Often, these charismatic and tame diurnal owls
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Trumpeter Swans, Greater White-fronted
Geese, and Sandhill Cranes are seen—
and heard—migrating through the pass.
We have even seen a pair of Mountain
Bluebirds, a rarity in this part of the state.
When observers can’t see feathers,
they look for fur. In the spring of 2009,
we watched a male and female wolf
stalking and trying to kill—without success—a group of wily Common Ravens.
Then the wolf duo stalked a pair of
Golden Eagles sitting on a rock outcropping—until the eagles turned the tables
and began attacking the canines! In addition to the wolves, Dall Sheep, moose,
red fox, and caribou were seen at the
hawk watch in 2009.
Map by © Kei Sochi.
he spring season at Gunsight Mountain peaks
from 10 April through 25 April. Watchers try
to cover the site several days each week beginning the third week of March and ending the first

Northern Hawk Owls are
frequently found perched
and hunting right
around the watch
site. Photo
by © Jerry
Liguori.
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week of May. If you’d like to visit, fly into Anchorage and drive a rental car north and then east
for 120 miles along the Glenn Highway. Major
roads in Alaska are marked with mile markers
known locally as “mileposts” (marked “MP”). The
Gunsight Mountain Hawk Watch is at MP 118.9.
Coming from Anchorage, the parking lot will be
on the right (south) side of the road. Look for
people sitting in lawn chairs in the snow.
Sheep Mountain Lodge is only five miles away
(MP 113.5). It’s not only the closest lodging in
the area, but it’s also the nicest. The lodge’s restaurant is generally closed in the spring, but all of
the rooms are for rent and some cabins are
equipped with kitchenettes. Call them at 907645-5121. Local meals are available at Eureka
Lodge (MP 128). If you need gas and groceries,
stock up before leaving Palmer (70 miles away).
Windproof winter clothing and sunscreen are essential, with April temperature averages of 38° F
for highs and 18° F for lows. And be prepared for
the miserable and relentless northeast winds. We
hope to see some new faces this spring!
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